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About This Content

The BR52 Wannentender Pack includes the tube-style 2´2´ T30 BR52 tender in two versions, as it operated for the former DRG
/ DB and OeBB. Both versions are designed to 5d3b920ae0
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English

This was the tender used by BR52 by default, so it is practically a must have. This version is fully compatible with the version
available though the 3rd party web site. and it is cheaper (and even more when on sale). If you are into classic european
steamers, get it now, as most BR52 freeware reskins require this tender anyway.. I've got this addon long ago and if you have
BR52, it's pretty much a must-have because it's the kind of tender this loco usually was and is seen with. But there's one thing
that never stopped bothering me about it: The hand brake is always on in the tender and there is no way to release it. Clicking on
it in the coupling&handbrake management bar doesn't do anything. The Loco still goes pretty well and doesn't lose too much
steam or anything when it starts running, but it stalls easily.. Realistic tender for BR52. Looks impressive and modern. In my
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opinion better than the old one. Recommend to buy on sale for an extra low price.. I've got this addon long ago and if you have
BR52, it's pretty much a must-have because it's the kind of tender this loco usually was and is seen with. But there's one thing
that never stopped bothering me about it: The hand brake is always on in the tender and there is no way to release it. Clicking on
it in the coupling&handbrake management bar doesn't do anything. The Loco still goes pretty well and doesn't lose too much
steam or anything when it starts running, but it stalls easily.. This was the tender used by BR52 by default, so it is practically a
must have. This version is fully compatible with the version available though the 3rd party web site. and it is cheaper (and even
more when on sale). If you are into classic european steamers, get it now, as most BR52 freeware reskins require this tender
anyway.. Realistic tender for BR52. Looks impressive and modern. In my opinion better than the old one. Recommend to buy
on sale for an extra low price.
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